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Using JTWC (Joint Typhoon Warning Center) best track analysis data for the Indian Ocean cyclones,
we developed an empirical equation for prediction of maximum surface wind speed of tropical cyclones
during ﬁrst 6–12 hours of landfall along the coastline of Indian subcontinent. A non-linear data ﬁtting
approach, the Genetic Algorithm, has been used to develop the above empirical equation using data
for 74 tropical cyclones that made landfall on the coasts of India, Bangladesh and Myanmar during the
period 1978–2011. For an out of sample validation test, the mean absolute error of the prediction was
found to be 5.2 kt, and a correlation of 0.97. Our analysis indicates that time-integration of land area
intercepted by cyclones during the landfall is a better predictor of post-landfall intensity compared to
post-landfall time span. This approach also helps to tackle the complexity of coastline geometry of Indian
subcontinent area.

1. Introduction
While the prediction of cyclone track has improved
considerably during the past few decades mainly
due to advances in NWP modelling and data
assimilation research, the skill of prediction of
tropical cyclone intensity has not improved much
(Bender et al. 1993). Tropical systems weaken
rapidly after landfall due to lack of surface moisture ﬂuxes (Emanuel 1991; Kaplan and DeMaria
1995). Heterogeneities in the landscape features
(e.g., in soil moisture, surface roughness, albedo,
vegetated land cover) can create mesoscale boundaries that can impact regional circulation, convection and precipitation (Pielke 2001; Wong and
Chan 2006; Pielke and Niyogi 2009). Development of numerical or empirical models that can
accurately predict tropical cyclone intensity after
landfall has signiﬁcant socio-economic importance
(Marks et al. 1998). Besides real-time operational

applications, such models can be helpful for
stochastic simulation of the cyclone-related risk
in coastal regions, which in turn helps in designing buildings and structures that can withstand
the impact of land falling cyclones (Vickery et al.
2008). Moreover, understanding of the nature of
post-landfall cyclone decay using observed data
can be helpful to make improvements in NWP
models to enhance their skill for intensity prediction. There have been continued attempts to
develop and improve the models for prediction of
post-landfall intensity changes over the US coast
(Vickery 2005; DeMaria et al. 2006). However,
there have been limited attempts to analyze the
nature of post-landfall cyclone intensity changes over
the Indian subcontinent region (Bhowmik et al.
2005), despite the fact that these regions are
among the most densely populated places on earth
and highly vulnerable to tropical cyclone risk. In the
present study, we used observed data of maximum
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sustained surface winds for a large number of tropical cyclones to develop a generalized empirical
equation that can be helpful in predicting postlandfall cyclone intensity changes over the coasts
of India, Bangladesh and Myanmar. These coasts
have historically witnessed the most catastrophic
cyclone-related disasters in terms of human deaths.
Indian subcontinent has uneven coastal geometry and highly variable land type due to which
it is a challenge to develop a single and skillful
decay model that can be applicable to the entire
coastline. We tried to tackle the above problem by
• using a data-adaptive model ﬁtting algorithm,
which is capable of discovering functional relationships between response variable and predictors, based only on the data. This approach
eliminates the need to assume the nature of the
post-landfall decay (e.g., as exponential function
of time, etc.), and thus allows higher ﬂexibility to
model-building process. As a result, the empirical models so develop often show lower errors and
explain higher amount of variability of modelled
process.
• Introducing the concept of ‘landﬁll-factor’, which
is the area of land intercepted by a moving
circular object of pre-determined area. Coastal
region of Indian subcontinent consists of discharge basins of some of the large rivers like
Ganga, Brahmputra, etc., with large deltas. Factors like river water availability, high amount of
soil moisture and complex shapes of terrain and
coastline, impact the post-landfall intensity of
tropical cyclones (Tuleya 1994; DeMaria et al.
2006; Chang et al. 2009; Pielke and Niyogi 2009).
Since the process of decay of tropical cyclones
is critically linked to lack of moisture and heat
ﬂuxes from the underlying surface (Emanuel
1991; Tuleya 1994), it is necessary to correctly
estimate how much area of cyclone core is actually over land during the crossing of coastline.
High resolution maps of land–ocean surface types
can be helpful to make the ﬁrst order or preliminary estimates of the portion of land likely
to be intercepted by cyclone in these complex
terrains.

(i.e., the maximum 1-minute mean sustained 10 m
wind speed) at 6-hour intervals (Chu et al. 2002).
Even though the track positions for the Indian
Ocean cyclones were available since 1945, continuous observations of cyclone intensities are available only after the year 1978. Data for 74 cyclones
that made landfall over the Indian subcontinent
coastline during the pre-monsoon (January–May)
and post-monsoon (October–December) cyclone
seasons for the period 1978–2011 were used for
the study. Figure 1 shows the location of these
cyclones before and after crossing the coastline.
It is easy to see that our dataset contains a uniform distribution of the landfalling cyclones, particularly over the eastern part of the Indian Ocean.
Over the western coasts, the climatological probability of cyclone landfalls is signiﬁcantly smaller.
Moreover, the present dataset covers a wide spectrum of pre-landfall cyclone intensities from tropical deep depressions to super cyclones (ﬁgure 2).
Post-landfall intensity change for majority of the
cyclones within ﬁrst 6 hours is 10–15 kt, however
an intensity change of 50–60 kt is also indicated by
the present dataset.
Landfall locations of the tropical cyclones from
6-hourly best track data were determined by considering the Indian subcontinent coastline as a
polygon and then solving the ‘point-in-polygon’
problem to calculate the ﬁrst inland location of
cyclones. Using the last on-shore position and ﬁrst
in-land locations of cyclone (separated by 6-hours

2. Data and methods
2.1 Tropical cyclone track and intensity data
The observations for cyclone track and intensities were sourced from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) that maintains an archive
of tropical cyclone track data, commonly referred
to as ‘best-tracks’. Each best-track ﬁle contains
tropical cyclone center locations and intensities

Figure 1. Locations of landfall by cyclones considered for
the present analysis. Dark circles denote pre-landfall locations while open circles denote locations within ﬁrst 12 hours
of landfall.

Post-landfall intensity changes of cyclone over India
in time), the exact position and time of landcrossing were determined, assuming that the translation speed of cyclone was constant for this 6-hour
period. This exact crossing-point was used to compute the post-landfall time. If post-landfall time

(a)
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was found to be less than 2 hours, then next inland
point was considered to be the post-landfall location of cyclone. The values of cyclone intensity at
last on-shore locations were used as ‘initial’ values
of the cyclone intensity in the model.

(b)

Figure 2. Histograms of (a) pre-landfall intensities (denoted by MSW in kts) of cyclones used in present analysis and
(b) post-landfall intensity change (kt).

Figure 3. (a) Part of Bangladesh coastline and a simple concept of ‘landﬁll factor’ and (b) schematics showing computation
of ‘integrated landﬁll factor’ (ILF), which is integration of fractional land area within diﬀerent circles of 200 km diameter.
Each circle is centered at 6-minute time interval between oﬀshore point (where initial intensity is known) and the inland
point (where the post-landfall intensity is to be predicted).
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2.2 The ‘landﬁll factor’

Some portions of the Indian subcontinent have
complex coastline geometry. One such coastline of
Sundarban delta in the Bay of Bengal is depicted in
ﬁgure 3(a). Obviously, the cyclone intensity decay
process over such surfaces cannot be same as one
over a uniform surface. In order to tackle issue of
surface inhomogeneities, we introduce the concept
of ‘landﬁll-factor’ or LF, which is the fraction of
land area within a circle (which is an approximation of the shape of the cyclone core) intercepting
the underlying surface at a given time. ETOPO30 land-water mask data, available at 0.00833◦
lat./long. spatial resolution, was used to compute
LF at each 6-minute time interval, linearly interpolated between the last oﬀ-shore location (point
A in ﬁgure 3b) and the inland-location (point-B)
of the cyclone. These LFs were then added to get
integrated LF or ILF, and was used as a predictor
in our analysis. Ideally, the size of the circle in LF
computations should vary from cyclone to cyclone,
but reliable observations of cyclone size parameters are rarely available in the best track analysis.
Hence, we experimented with diﬀerent values of the
size of the circle and found that an assumption of
∼200 km diameter leads to most stable results.

Figure 4. Variation of average change in TC intensity after
landfall for cyclones of diﬀerent pre-landfall intensities over
the Indian Ocean. The ﬁgure is based on the same dataset
that is used for model development.

2.3 Empirical model development and
intensity and post-landfall time span were the natmodel selection criteria
ural choice of predictors. We integrated landﬁllWe used Genetic Algorithms (GA) to derive empir- factor, ILF, as additional predictor. Almost all
ical functions that explain the post-landfall cyclone the above notable empirical decay models assume
intensity in terms of initial intensity, post-landfall exponential decay of cyclone intensity after landtime span and cyclone structural parameters. GA fall. In the present study we developed two types
is a search heuristic that mimics the process of of empirical models, one with forced exponential
natural evolution such as inheritance, mutation, behaviour, and another without any assumption of
selection, and crossover. This heuristic is routinely the form. In terms of response variables and preused to generate useful solutions to optimization dictors, the models were developed in the following
and search problems. A detailed description of the manner:
GA technique used for the present study can be
found in Alvarez et al. (2001). The major advan- (A) Exponential model:
tage of GA for function ﬁtting is its complete data
log(MSWL ) = f {log(MSWo ), (t or ILF), c} (1)
adaptability in which no a-priori assumption of
the form of the function is needed to build a solu- and
tion. GA procedure often results in unexpected
forms of ﬁtted function, which sometimes may help (B) Freeform model:
in understanding the nature of the process under
(2)
MSWL = g{MSWo , (t or ILF), c}
study.
A preliminary selection of predictors was made where f and g are the functions that best deﬁne
based on the ﬁndings of earlier researchers, e.g., the relationship in the equation within the range of
Kaplan and DeMaria (1995); Vickery (2005) and the given data, MSWo , and MSWL denote the iniColette et al. (2010). Ho et al. (1987) noted that tial (before landfall) and post-landfall maximum
the TC decay rate is proportional to initial inten- winds, t is time, IFL is integrated landﬁll factor,
sity and that the decay rate is highest immediately and c is the translation speed of the cyclone. Since
after the landfall. Figure 4 shows a strong correla- ILF is integrated over time, it implicitly contains
tion between ‘average’ values of post-landfall inten- the information of time. In our model-development
sity changes and pre-landfall storm intensity for procedure, we used either t or ILF but not both in
Indian Ocean cyclones. Thus initial, pre-landfall the same equation. The GA process in the present
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study tends to maximize a ‘ﬁtness index’ R in an
iterative manner to develop the functions, where R
is deﬁned as:



2
(xo − xo )
R 2 = 1 − Δ2 /
(3)

2
(xc − xo ) , xc is parameter value
where Δ2 =
estimated by the best scoring equation, xo is the
corresponding ‘true’ value, and xo  is the mean
of the ‘true’ values of x. Before initiating the GA
process, the data-rows containing response variable (predicted intensity) and the set of predictors were randomly shuﬄed and only ﬁrst 57 of 74
rows were used for model development. Remaining 17 rows were used for out-of-sample validation
test as a measure of reliability of the model skill.
The GA process is initialized with a number of
random solutions (functions represented by character strings), called the initial population. The ﬁnal
solution emerges after a long iterative evolutionary
procedure consisting of crossover (in which high
scoring solutions exchange their features to produce new solutions) and mutation (in which some
individual solutions are randomly modiﬁed). Since
the GA procedure uses so many random processes,
it is very diﬃcult to ensure that the ﬁnal solution
is globally optimum, or the best possible solution.
In order to obtain the best possible function for
our purpose, we integrated the GA process several times by perturbing the control parameters of
the GA process to develop equations for models
denoted by equations (1–3). The perturbed control
parameters were:
• 5 diﬀerent random seeds to generate initial random population
• size of initial population from 400 to 800 (in steps
of 100) for each seed
• probability of mutation from 0.1 to 0.3 in steps
of 0.1, and
• maximum size of ﬁnal equation from 10 to 14
terms (including predictors and mathematical
operators) in steps of 2.
This results in generation of 225 diﬀerent solutions for each of the models. Preliminary selection of the best model was done using the Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC). Signiﬁcant emphasis has been placed on the criteria for model
selection in recent statistical literature. Based on
Akaike’s (1974) original model-selection criteria,
many model-selection procedures which take the
form of a penalized likelihood (negative log likelihood plus a penalty term) have been proposed
(Sclove 1987). For example, for AIC, this form is
given by
AIC = −2 log L (θ) + 2k

(4)
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where L(θ) is the maximized likelihood function,
and k is the number of independent parameters in
the model. The model with minimum AIC value
is chosen as the best model to ﬁt the data. Next
step is to test the best model for the ‘continuity’
using an artiﬁcial set of data in which the value
of predictors is extended beyond the range that is
available in the training data. It is important to
ensure that the model remains stable within plausible values of predictors even if such values were
not encountered during the model development. If
the best model fails the criteria, the lower ranking
models are tried for the continuity test, and taken
as the best models if they succeeded.
3. Results
The key questions that we tried to resolve in our
model-building exercise are:
• whether decay models of exponential form or free
form provide better prediction of cyclone inland
decay, and
• whether post-landfall time or integrated landﬁll factor is a better predictor in the above
equations.
To answer the above question, we tried to develop
four types of equations, two in exponential form
and two in free form. In each category, in addition to initial intensity, MSWo and cyclone motion
speed c, we used either time or ILF as third predictor. Various combinations of GA conﬁgurations,
as mentioned earlier, were used to develop 225 different equations for each experiment. Only those
equations for which AIC was less than 305.0 were
examined for further analysis. This value of AIC
leads to ﬁltering and rejection of approximately
90% of the models.
3.1 Freeform models
For freeform model with predictor set {MSWo , t,
c}, 35 equations satisﬁed the AIC threshold, and
only three of these 35 models selected t as potential predictor, while MSWo and c were selected by
every model. This indicates that the cyclone decay
process within ﬁrst few hours is nearly independent
of time and depends more on factors like speed of
storm. The AIC score achieved by the best model
was 295.0, and the best prediction accuracy (mean
absolute error) was 5.76 kt. For 11 cases out of
75, the prediction error was found to exceed 10 kt.
Interestingly for the best model, the decayed intensity was not a function of time. When we replaced t
by ILF in freeform set-up, the GA process resulted
in 37 models that satisﬁed AIC threshold, all but
two of which selected all three predictors {MSWo ,
ILF, c}. The AIC score of the best model was 284.5,

MSWL = MSWo + 37.09 ∗ IFL/ (MSWo + 6.93)
−1.02 ∗ c − 0.94 ∗ IFL.
(5)

11
7
9
9
19.8
17.2
20.4
21.1
5.8
5.2
5.7
5.7
295
285
298
299

AIC
Prediction equation

Fitness
index

MSWo = Maximum sustained wind (kt) just before landfall. MSWL = Maximum sustained wind (kt) within 12 hours of landfall. t = Time after cyclone crossed the coast.
IFL = Integration of fractional land area (within a circle of 200 km diameter). Integration is done at every 6-minute position interpolated between the oﬀ-shore point (the
location before landfall) and the inland point, where the decayed intensity is to be computed. c = Translation speed of cyclone (m/s) between oﬀshore and inland points.

The results of above analysis are summarized in
table 1. A general conclusion that appears from the
above analysis is that the freeform empirical functions with predictor set {MSWo , IFL, c} appears
to be more accurate (least mean absolute error)
and robust (smaller maximum error and less cases
with large errors) compared to exponential models.
Further, post-landfall time seems to play a much
weaker role in post-landfall intensity decay, compared to the amount of land intercepted by the
storm and the forward motion speed of the cyclone,
during the ﬁrst few hours of landfall. The best
empirical model (second equation in table 1) was
worked out to be of the following form

Table 1. Summary of four models developed by GA procedure.

3.3 Selection of best model

MAE
(kt)

The above experiments were repeated to obtain the
prediction equations in exponential form. Almost
all post-landfall intensity decay models, e.g.,
those by Kaplan and DeMaria (1995), Vickery
and Twisdale (1995), and Bhowmik et al. (2005),
treat post-landfall decay of cyclones as an exponential function of time and cyclone structural
parameters. In this experiment, we prepared the
response variable/predictor set in the form given
by equation (1). Even when the response variable was log(MSWL), the AIC values were computed by MSWL only, in order to make the results
comparable to freeform models. For predictor set
{log(MSWo ), t, c}, only 27 models could satisfy
AIC threshold, out of which, only four selected
time as predictor. The ﬁtness indices (equation 3)
of exponential models were in general smaller compared to freeform models with similar predictors,
showing weaker robustness of exponential models.
The best exponential model showed AIC score of
297.4, and mean absolute error of 5.76. Similar to
the case with freeform model, the best model did
not show any dependency on post-landfall time
span, t. For predictor set {log(MSWo ), IFL, c}, the
results improved marginally with the best model
scoring AIC value of 295.2. The best model, which
selected all three predictors, showed a mean absolute error of 5.46 kt, but the same model showed
large values of maximum error (24.3 kt) and the
number of cases (14) where error exceeded 10 kt.

0.921
0.938
0.857
0.857

Max
error
(kt)

3.2 Exponential models

MSWL = 76.31/(89.0/(MSWo + 37.06/(117.9 − MSWo ) − c))
MSWL = MSWo + 37.09*IFL/(MSWo + 6.93) − 1.02*c − 0.94*IFL
ln(MSWL ) = ln(MSWo ) − (7.62 − ln(MSWo ))/(20.21 − c)
ln(MSWL ) = ln(MSWo ) − 63.96/((77.34 − IFL)*5.15 − c2 )

and the prediction accuracy was 5.42 kt. Maximum error (20.45 kt) and the number of cases with
prediction error >10 kt were also reduced to 7.

Freeform with predictor set {MSWo , t, c}
Freeform with predictor set {MSWo , IFL, c}
Exponential with predictor set {MSWo , t, c}
Exponential with predictor set {MSWo , IFL, c}

Number of cases
(out of 75) with
error >10 kt

C M Kishtawal et al.

Nature of model (the best model in each
category is shown here)
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This model shows a linear dependency of decayed
cyclone intensity on cyclone’s forward speed and
the amount of land surface intercepted by the
storm during landfall. The predictors selected by
the GA process appear to be physically meaningful
and related to cyclone decay process. The second
term in the right hand side of this equation containing reciprocal of MSWo is probably an adjustment term, which explains the fact that stronger
cyclones decay faster than weaker ones during ﬁrst
few hours of landfall. The third term related to the
translation speed of cyclone indicates a rapid decay
for fast moving cyclones. This is consistent with
the ﬁnding by other studies (Vickery 2005). The
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impact of IFL on decay process is slightly ambiguous in the above equation. IFL typically varies in
the range 0.1–4.0. Thus for low intensity cyclones,
the positive and negative terms linked with IFL
almost balance each other. However, for high
intensity cyclones, the negative term outweighs
the positive term. This can also be interpreted as
stronger inﬂuence of land on high intensity cyclones
compared to weaker ones. Our forthcoming analysis (ﬁgure 7) shows that the impact of the land
(indicated by IFL) decreases slightly as the cyclone
intensity grows beyond 60 kt. For 25 high intensity (MSWo > 64 kt) cyclones, the mean absolute
error of best free-form model was 6.0 kt, while the
same for 50 low intensity cyclones (MSWo ≤ 64 kt)
was found to be 4.8 kt. In general, post-landfall
intensity predicted by the best prediction equation
(second equation in table 1) shows high correlation
(r ∼ 0.97) with the observed intensity (ﬁgure 5).
3.4 Analysis of model prediction errors

Figure 5. Comparison of predicted post-landfall intensities
by best freeform model with observed values. Coeﬃcient of
determination R2 is 0.938.

Figure 6 shows the geographical distribution of prediction errors by best freeform model. Although,
prediction errors are evenly distributed along the
coastlines of the Bay of Bengal, one can notice
that large errors are concentrated at few locations that include Bangladesh–Myanmar coast and
east-central area of Indian peninsula. Tables 2, 3
and 4 respectively show the performance of the
best model for cyclones of diﬀerent intensity levels and over the basins where they made landfall.
For cyclone ‘NILAM’, that made landfall on 31
October 2012 over the study region, the error for
model predicted post-landfall intensity was 3.8 kt
(predicted 46.2 kt vs. observed 50 kt). It is to be
noted that the largest basin-wise absolute error by
the present model (6.3 kt over Myanmar coast) is

Figure 6. Geographical distribution of prediction errors by best freeform model. The size of circle represents the magnitude
of error. Five points with large errors are shown by ﬁlled circles. The largest error is 17.2 kt.

17
29
13
25
02
10
05
16
09
04
20
09
14
15
08
25
01
11
18
14
09
16
03
13
13
19
18
27
11
14

May 1978
November 1978
May 1979
November 1979
November 1981
December 1981
May 1982
October 1982
November 1982
October 1983
October 1983
November 1983
October 1984
November 1984
December 1984
May 1985
June 1985
October 1985
November 1985
December 1985
November 1986
October 1987
November 1987
November 1987
December 1987
October 1988
November 1988
May 1989
May 1990
November 1990

Date of landfall

60
50
80
25
45
50
100
50
85
50
25
55
35
60
75
60
35
50
55
45
50
45
55
50
30
30
55
55
100
30

Pre-landfall
MSW (kt)
50
45
60
15
35
40
80
40
80
45
20
35
35
45
65
30
30
35
45
40
40
35
25
40
25
25
25
50
90
20

Post-landfall
MSWL (OBS)
(kt)
53.7
40.5
67.3
18.4
35.3
33.2
74.7
42.4
74.1
33.5
19.6
36.6
28.7
56.8
64.9
41.4
28.5
36.9
41.7
37.1
32.7
34.0
34.3
39.0
27.1
24.0
33.2
47.0
92.9
26.7

Post-landfall
MSWL (PRD)
(kt)

Table 2. Performance of best freeform model for 74 cyclones.

3.6
4.5
7.3
3.4
0.3
6.8
5.3
2.4
5.9
11.5
0.4
1.6
6.3
11.8
0.1
11.4
1.5
1.9
3.3
2.9
7.3
1.0
9.3
1.0
2.1
1.0
8.2
3.0
2.9
6.7

Abs Err
(kt)
MY
WC
MN
KG
WC
SU
MY
MN
WC
MN
MY
SU
SU
KG
WC
SU
WC
MN
MN
KG
SU
MN
KG
MN
WC
SU
MY
SU
MN
MN

Basin
05
03
25
10
08
29
07
07
20
20
18
23
21
18
03
28
06
28
12
12
19
16
19
10
29
04
12
29
30
15

December 1993
May 1994
November 1995
November 1995
May 1996
October 1996
November 1996
December 1996
May 1997
May 1998
October 1998
November 1998
May 1999
October 1999
November 1999
October 2000
December 2000
December 2000
May 2002
November 2002
May 2003
December 2003
May 2004
October 2004
October 2005
December 2005
December 2005
April 2006
October 2006
May 2007

Date of landfall
70
110
85
70
40
45
115
45
115
70
30
25
110
120
135
35
70
40
45
55
45
55
65
25
30
30
45
90
55
65

Pre-landfall
MSW
(kt)
55
80
45
55
35
30
115
35
90
60
25
25
100
90
115
20
55
30
25
30
40
50
65
25
30
20
30
65
50
45

Post-landfall
MSWL (OBS)
(kt)
47.9
90.0
55.3
49.5
28.1
29.1
102.1
38.2
90.1
60.6
26.6
23.5
94.5
96.8
116.2
26.0
51.0
36.1
29.6
34.3
33.0
45.9
55.2
24.1
26.2
28.1
36.2
65.5
46.7
39.5

Post-landfall
MSWL (PRD)
(kt)

7.1
10.0
10.3
5.5
6.9
0.9
12.9
3.2
0.1
0.6
1.6
1.5
5.5
6.8
1.2
6.0
4.0
6.1
4.6
4.3
7.0
4.1
9.8
0.9
3.8
8.1
6.2
0.5
3.3
5.5

Abs Err
(kt)

WC
MY
MY
SU
MY
SU
MN
WC
MY
SU
WC
SU
WC
SU
KG
SU
WC
WC
MY
MN
MY
MN
MY
WC
KG
SE
WC
MY
KG
MY

Basin
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MSW = Maximum sustained wind (knots); OBS = Observed; PRD = Predicted. Basin Code: WC = West Coast, SE = South-East Coast, KG = Krishna–Godavari Basin,
MN = Mahanadi Delta, SU = Sunderban Delta, MY = Myanmar Coast.

SU
MY
MN
MY
SE
MY
SE
6.3
12.0
5.7
17.2
2.3
2.2
0.5
106.3
103.0
49.3
97.2
27.7
27.2
49.5
19
30
16
20
09
22
17

December 1990
April 1991
November 1991
May 1992
October 1992
October 1992
November 1992

35
135
40
65
40
30
35

30
110
40
60
30
30
35

28.8
104.6
35.5
51.8
26.3
23.2
28.6

1.2
5.4
4.5
8.2
3.7
6.8
6.4

MY
MY
WC
MY
MN
MY
WC

16
04
21
24
08
19
30

November 2007
May 2008
May 2010
October 2010
November 2010
October 2011
December 2011

130
115
55
135
40
35
65

100
115
55
80
30
25
50

Abs Err
(kt)
Date of landfall

Pre-landfall
MSW (kt)

Table 2. (Continued)

Post-landfall
MSWL (OBS)
(kt)

Post-landfall
MSWL (PRD)
(kt)

Abs Err
(kt)

Basin

Date of landfall

Pre-landfall
MSW
(kt)

Post-landfall
MSWL (OBS)
(kt)

Post-landfall
MSWL (PRD)
(kt)

Basin
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Table 3. Accuracy of best freeform model for cyclones in
diﬀerent categories.
Cyclone
category

Intensity
range

Number
of cases

MAE
(kt)

Depression
Deep depression
Cyclonic storm
Severe cyclonic storm
Very severe cyclonic storm
Super cyclone

<27 kt
28–33 kt
34–47 kt
48–63 kt
64–119 kt
>120 kt

4
7
19
19
20
5

1.6
4.3
3.6
5.6
6.3
5.9

Table 4. Same as table 2 but for cyclones making landfall at
diﬀerent coasts.
Coastline
West coast
Krishna–Godavari delta
Mahanadi delta
Sundarban delta
Myanmar coast
South-east India coast

Number
of cases

MAE
(kt)

16
7
14
14
20
3

3.5
5.1
4.9
4.6
6.3
3.6

comparable to the mean absolute error by other
Indian Ocean models (e.g., 6.1 kt, Bhowmik et al.
2005). Absolute errors of the model over other basis
are signiﬁcantly smaller. Unaccounted regional
factors like sea bathymetry, and temporal factors
like ocean tidal oscillations can impact the cyclone
intensification and decay processes close to the coast.
Our future studies will try to include the impact of
these factors with a view to develop more accurate
intensity models.
Since the operational advisories and warnings related to tropical cyclones are updated at an interval
of 6-hours, we assumed a constant TC translation
speed (c) during 6-hour interval. The methodology to compute the impact of assuming constant
translation speed of cyclones during 6-hour interval has been provided in one of our earlier works
(Patadia et al. 2004). Over the Indian Ocean, the
assumption of constant speed would result in r.m.s.
error of approximately 0.46 m/s (10 km/6-h). We
simulated the impact of this error on the results
of our best model and found that such assumption
would lead to negligible impact on the performance
of the model. Next we analyzed the sensitivity of
the best model to translation speed and integrated
landﬁll factor. Sensitivities were analyzed by computing the change in predicted intensity with a
parameter of interest (c or ILF) is changed by 20%
of its range. Figure 7 shows that predicted postlandfall intensities are not sensitive to IFL for low
intensity cyclones (pre-landfall intensities <30 kt).
IFL sensitivity is maximum for severe cyclonic
storms and reduces gradually as the cyclones grow
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of predicted post-landfall intensity to
(a) TC translation speed (solid line) and (b) integrated
landﬁll factor (dashed line). (Sensitivity is deﬁned as percentage change in intensity when a parameter is changed by
20% of its range with respect to its mean.)

stronger. On the contrary, the post-landfall intensities are most sensitive to translation speed for weak
intensity cyclones and this sensitivity decreases
with increasing pre-landfall intensity.
4. Conclusions
Using a nonlinear data-ﬁtting algorithm and
extended best track data (1992–2010), we tried to
understand the nature of the tropical cyclone intensity change during the ﬁrst 6–12 hours of landfall over the Indian Ocean region. Our analysis
suggests that a speciﬁc freeform nonlinear model
can explain the changes of cyclone intensity during
landfall better than the exponential decay models. For an out of sample validation test, the mean
absolute error of the prediction was found to be
5.2 kt, and a correlation of 0.97. Our analysis
indicates that time-integration of land area intercepted by cyclones during the landfall is a better predictor of post-landfall intensity compared to
post-landfall time span. This approach also helps
to tackle the complexity of coastline geometry of
Indian subcontinent area.
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